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Prince
Frederick
Leads Bobbies

By Subscription

ates Hails Islanders
PrinceJChieftain
Seek Coed Votes
In Annual Tussle

Dunn Leads Class Of '56
In Traditional Ivy Toasts
Marching to the strains of ElFollowing the Chapel program
ar"s "Pomp and Circumstance," the procession will march to the
library where the traditional ivy
IC Class of 1956 will present the
planing ceremony will take place.
liuial Ivy Day exercises Monday
Jill Farr will dedicate the plaque
lorning in the Chapel.
and plant the Ivy.
Junior Class President Arnold
ickett, vice-president of Student
ouncil, will extend a welcome to
atcs students, faculty, and guests,
nd will turn the program over to
lastmaster Robert Dunn. Dunn,
ctive in varsity baseball, football
iid baskeball, will introduce the
ass speakers.
foast Faculty, Students
The "Toast to the Faculty" will
e given by Kay McLin, president
f the Publishing Association and
II active debater. Robert Gidez,
resenting the
"Toast to the
ieniors," was recently elected to
tudent Council and headed this
car's World University Student
fund Drive.
Robert Damon, active in WVBC,
ill give the "Toast to Women,"
illowed by Virginia Fedor with the
Toast to Men." Both are memITS of Robinson Players.
ive Oration, Ode
The Class Oration will be read
V Lawrence Evans, one of the
lates prize-winning debaters, and
lanaging editor of the STUDENT,
fancy Johnson, also a member of
tobinson Players, will present the
•lass Ode.
Wearing the traditional caps and
»wns, the Juniors will be led in
e march by Robert McAfee, acting as class marshal. Professor
August Buschmann has directed
he marching rehearsals.

By Margie Connell
The strains of "Pomp and Circumstance" will fill the air and
Scottish bagpipes will blare as
Prince Frederick and Highland
C'ael Kirk make their grand entrances tonight at 10:30 p.m. to
open Mayoralty, 1955.
The Smith-Bardwell preparations for "Coronation" will open
with the welcome to noble Prince
Frederick Jack over WVBC tonight at 10 p.m., preceding the arrival of the royal troupe on
campus.
Present "You Are There"
From J.B., Roger Bill, Mitchell,
and off-campus, "The Gathering
of the Clans," the festive celebration of the choice of Highland
C'ael Kirk Watson as their mighty
leader, begins at 10:15. with "You
Are
There,"
by
courtesy
of
WVP.C.
Colorful floats, bands, and London "bobbies" will usher in the
Prince's parade starting from College and Vale Streets and ending
up behind Parker Hall, where
"Winnie" will present the Prince.
Clansmen March To Rand
Simultaneously,
the clans of
Scotland, the Highland Drill Team
and pipers, and gay floats in "The
Rival of the Clans" will escort the
mighty Scottish leader down Fryc
Street to College for their evening's climax on Rand field.
Tomorrow noontime England's
Wax Museum will be enacted from
(Continued on page three)

Prince Frederick Jack

Juniors Sponsor Dance,
Summon Students To Tara
Saturday evening "Tara" will They may he purchased from procwelcome students to the annual tors in the girls' dorms, or from
Ivy Dance to be held from 8-11:45 Robert Gidez or Thomas Moore.
p.m. in the Alumni Gym. Tickets
are on sale at $4 per couple.

No World War, Says Historian
Kohn Discusses
Ways To Peace
"I was convinced in 1946 that
we were heading toward World
War III. Today, I believe it is
most improbable," declared Prof.
Hans Kohn of the City College of
New York as he spoke before the
Citizenship Laboratory last Thursday.
Recalling Winston
Churchill's
terming of the Second World War
as "the superfluous war", Professor Kohn expressed his belief that
"we are succeeding this time in
avoiding a 'superfluous war' ".
Enter Isolation Period
The CCNY history professor
pointed out that, after uniting to
defeat Germany in World War I,
Great Britain, France, and the
United States entered a period of
isolation and disunity, leaving the
field open for another German attempt at world conquest.
"Again in 1945 this nation tried
to repeat what it did in 1918 —
disband the army and end its close
relationship with its allies," Professor Kohn observed; "but in
March, 1947, came a great turning
point in world history."
At that time it appeared that

Honors Day
The Chapel period will begin
at 8:40 a.m. next Wednesday
to facilitate the Honors Day
program which will be presented.

Men
At 8 p.m. Tuesday there will
be a men's assembly in Pettigrew
Hall.
All men are
urged to attend.

WAA BANQUET
All women are invited to attend
the
annual
WAA
Awards Day Banquet Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the Commons.
Anne Delano, assistant professor of physical education at
Smith College will be guest
speaker.
Dinner for men will be
served in the Rand dining
room from 5:30 to 6:10 p.m.
Greece and Turkey would fall victim to Soviet aggression. "President Truman had the insight and
the courage to take the decision to
defend the two countries, and in
(Continued on page five)

Notes Improved
World Situation

The semi-formal, directed by
Bmida Buttrick and Robert Gidez,
features the music of Freddy Sateriale, whose orchestra has appeared at Bates on previous occasions.
Coeds Receive Favors
Co-workers Constance Berry and
Thrlma Pierce announce that favors will be presented to each coed
as she enters the ballroom. Sylvia
Perfetti and Eugene Taylor, head-

"I do not share the widespread,
gloomy, pessimistic outlook of the
world situation" asserted Prof.
Hans Kohn in Chapel last Friday
morning.
ing the refreshment committee,
There are two good signs in the have prepared a menu in keeping
present world situation to support
with the tradition of the old
this view, he continued. First,
while South Asia's two largest na- South. A special feature planned is
tions, China and India, feel there a "Bates Julep".
is more hope in Soviet socialism
Transformed into the formal
than in Anrerican capitalism, the gardens at the O'Hara mansion of
little countries living in the sha- "Gone With the Wind", the gym
dow of these giants have continued will have a spreading Magnolia
to support democracy.
tree as its central decoration. A
Cites Austrian Situation
white picket fence will surround
The second good sign is the "un- the orchestra.
flinching" attitude of Austria toward the Communists which has Moonlight Adds Atmosphere
Moonlight and blue sky will add
been shown since 1945. A native
Austrian himself, Kohn noted that to the gracious atmosphere, while
this firm attitude had results when a backdrop of the mansion "Tara"
Russia recently announced certain will round out the Southern motif.
concessions in the Austrian settle- F.Iise Reichert and Richard Wakemen*. "Even I, an optimist, was ly are in charge of decorations.
surprised at the magnitude of these
Gail
Molander
and
Gilberta
concessions," he observed.
Morris are preparing invitations for
Kohn went on to state that these the dance, while Barbara Uretsky
good signs are "due to one factor is handling publicity. In charge of
and one factor alone — a firm pol- clean-up is Robert McAfee. The
icy on the part of the Western Ivy Dance committee requests that
(Continued on page eight)
no corsages be given.
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"... my bonnie Kate-she must with me!"

Under the direction of Prof. Lavinia M. Schaeffer, the Robinson Players presented "The Taming of the Shrew" as its
Spring performance May 5, 6, and 7.

L & M Contest Beckons
Student Photographers
"Campus Stand-outs" is the
subject of a nation-wide photography contest for collegiate photographers sponsored by the Campus
Merchandising Bureau, Inc., for
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company, makers of Chesterfield and
L & M Filter cigarettes.
Any student may enter the contest and cop his share of the $1,000
prize money offered for the best
photographs and captions describing a typical collegian. Photographers may submit as many entries
as they wish and may win more
than one prize. Entries must be the
original work of the contestant and
submitted in his own name.
List Rules
Rules for the contest are as follows: entries must be made up of
one 8x10 glossy photograph and
a suitable caption not to exceed six
words. The name and address of
the photographer and each of the
students in the photo must be included on a single sheet of paper
attached to the photo. Both photographer and students in the photograph must be registered at this
college.
The contest is open to all stu-

dents except employees of Campus
Merchandising Bureau, Inc., Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company
or its advertising agencies and
members of their immediate households and families. All entries must
be mailed to Campus Merchandising Bureau, Inc., 299 Madison
Avenue, New York 17, New York,
and must be postmarked no later
than midnight, May 16. 1955.
Give Subject Matter
The subject of the photograph
must be a personality standout —
an individual student representing
a campus type; i. e„ "Bmoc,"
"Man Voted Most Likely To . . .",
etc.
Judges from the Liggett & Myers advertising agency and a top
professional photographer will pick
the winning photographs and captions based on these qualifications:
good, clear picture — suitable for
reproduction; appropriate caption;
and photographer's originality in
illustration technique. Winners will
be notified by mail.
The prize money is to be
awarded to student photographers
as follows: $100 each for the top
five award-winning photographs;
second prizes of $50 each for the
Calendar
next six best entries; and 20 prizes
of $10 each to those achieving honToday
CA Vespers, Chapel, 9:15-9:45 orable mention. The best photos
will be used in advertising for
p. m.
L & M cigarettes.
Tomorrow
Lambda Alpha, Women's Union
Saturday
"Tara", Junior Dance, Alumni
The annual Willis Bible Reading
Gym, 8 p.m.
Contest will be held from 4-5
Tuesday
Bible Reading Contest, Petti- p.m. Tuesday in Pettigrew lecture
hall.
grew, 4-5 p. m.
Any college student may comCA Monthly Meeting, 7:30-9:30
pete for the $12 and $8 prizes to
p. m.
WAA Awards Night Banquet, be awarded. Each entrant must
present a 5-7 minute reading from
Commons, 6:00 p.m.
the Bible.
Wednesday, May 18
The purpose of the contest is to
CA Vespers, Chapel, 9:15-9:45
encourage oral reading of the
p. m.
Bible.

Bible Reading Contest

Chapel Schedule
Friday
No Assembly
Monday
Ivy Day Exercises
Wednesday
Honors Day, 8:40 a. m.

WAA Schedule
Tuesday and Friday
Archery, Rand Field, at 4
Softball, evenings, after supper

OC Plans Year,
Enjoys Advance
In Granite State
The Outing Club held its annual
advance at Lake Winnipesaukee
last weekend. Reid Pepin and Emcry Wheeler accommodated the
group at their summer cottages at
The Weirs.
Following a cookout on the
beach Saturday evening, a business
meeting was held. Dates for next
year's OC events and ideas for
changes in the program were discussed.
Challenge Frosh!
The Saturday night trip to
Weik's, an ice cream parlor in Laconia. is a traditional event. The
freshmen were challenged to eat a
"Mt. Washington" special, paid
for by an upperclassman if finished.
Although the water registered
about 40 degrees, some of the hardier members of the group went
swimming and tried water skiing.
The majority were content to sunbathe and canoe.
No Dampened Spirits
Sunday's weather was cloudy but
a few still used the canoes and
rowboats. The rest stayed indoors
playing cards, reading and even
studying.
After enjoying a ham dinner at
noon, the group returned to
campus Sunday evening. Some
members stayed for a supper of
ham sandwiches.

Pre-Med Students
Take Exams, Attend
Clinic In Portland
Last Saturday ten Bates premedical students took the Medical
Boards examination at Bowdoin
College. These tests, which last 3
hours and 35 minutes, are graded
competitively throughout the country.
Emphasis was placed on the social studies rather than on the natural sciences.
Bates students taking the test
were Martin Brecker, Donald Ginand, Edward Holmes, Nishan
Kechejian, Frank Lanza, Robert
McAfee, Mark Muotune, Franklin
Smith, David Voorhees, and Kirk
Watson.
Journey to Portland
Accompanied by Dr. Mark T.
Crowley. eight pre-medical students will journey to Portland tomorrow to visit the Maine General
Hospital.
The students were invited to the
hospital to acquaint themselves
with procedures in a large city hospital.
During the visit, the group
plans to attend a clinic and have
lunch with the hospital staff. They
will don gowns and masks to witness an operation.
JUNIORS
Junior women »re requested
to wear white dresses and
black shoes at the Ivy Day
Chapel exercises.
Men's attire consists of dark
suits and black shoes. All
juniors will wear caps and
gowns.

COMMUNITY THEATRE
RITZ
THEATRE
— Wednesday - Thursday —
WED. - THURS.
"EDDIE CANTOR STORY"
"RACHEL AND THE
Keith Burcell
Marilyn Erskine
STRANGER"
Loretta Young
William Holden
"DIAL RED O"
Robert Mitchum
Bill Elliott
Keith Larsen
Friday - Saturday ^——
"DAWN AT SOCORRO"
Rory Calhoun, Piper Laurie
"PHANTOM OF
ROUGE MORGUE"
FRI. - SAT.
"BADMAN'S TERRITORY"
Karl Maiden
Pat Muldina
Randolph Scott, Ann Richards
"Till"
"GLORY AT SEA"
James Whitmore
Joan Weldon
Joan Rice, Sonny Tufts
Sunday - Tuesday ——
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
"WOMAN'S WORLD"
Clifton Webb
June AUyson "Apache" in technicolor, with Burt
BEAST From 20,000 FATHOMS Lancaster, Jean Peters; "Playgirl"
Paul Christian
Paula Raymond Shelley Winters, Barry Sullivan

Quizzing Unites Faculty,
Students In Radio Show
Chumbook opened the discussioi
"Challenge", a half-hour faculty-student quiz show, was present- with the question, "Is Dean Row
ed Monday evening in the new author of Den Doodles?" "Ma
WVBC studio in Pettigrew Hall. dame Bidoux" did not understan
the meaning of "Den Doodles'
Master of Ceremonies
although she realized that "denRobert Chumbook opened the are for lions. She was told by Hei
show by welcoming the audience to ferman that "Doodles" are tl
"Challenge — to your sanity", opposite of "Dontles". There wer^
and introduced the panel mem- no conclusions to the question.
bers.
The next question was "Do yoi
Students in the group were think astronomy classes will
Beverly Dennison, Richard Pro- larger if the astronomy lab i
thcro, and Robert Hefferman. moved to Mt. David?" Prothei
Representing the faculty were noted that students always seen
Earl H. Rovit, and Richard W. interested in studying "heaven
Sampson. "Madame Bidoux, a bodies". Hefferman noted tha
recent arrival from France" com- there might be consternation ov
pleted the panel.
the constellations.
Comments On Chapel Lights
"Madame Bidoux" comment!
that we must be very religion
here to leave the lights on at nigl
about the chapel. Mr. Sampso
suggested that they are left oi)
"for security reasons".
Speaking on the subject of juveTurning to a more serious que
nile delinquency, Elvin Kaplan tion. Chumbook asked "Wha
won first prize in the Bates Orator- should a professor contribute t
ical Contest held last week in his students?" "Sharing of know
Pettigrew Hall.
edge," said Hefferman, whi
Kaplan argued that society is re- Rovit wanted to increase the nuni
sponsible for the rapid increase of ber of quizzes.
juvenile delinquency in recent
He added that students shoul
years. Current attitudes towards study more mathematics. "Th
sex and violence encourage young becomes obvious when studenl
criminals. Only better adults, he add up scores and come out highe
declared, can remedy this situation. than the professor does," he sai
Thies, Brody Place Second
Sampson stated that the teacl
Kaplan earned $40 for his er should be a guide. Prother
speech, while both Morton Brody noted "a professor, through h
and Roger Thies. who tied for sec- own enthusiasm, should be a stin
ond, won $20. Brody spoke in de- ulus to students."
fense of the politician; Thies dis- College Prepares Thinkers
cussed problems raised by automa"What should a student ge
tion in our society.
from college?" was the final que
Other finalists in the contest tion. Prothero said he got the abil
were Pauline Sachse, Nancy Root, ity to think and make decision
and Blaine Taylor. Prof. Brooks Miss Dennison noted that colleg
Quimby acted as chairman with should prepare people to take pai
Dr. John R. Willis, Prof. Robert in community activities.
G. Berkelman. and Prof. Raymond
Sampson concluded the pre
L. Kendall as judges.
gram by saying "A liberal art
college aids in growing but w
'Stardusters' Sing At must not be snobbish, for grow
ing up can take place elsewhci
Bowdoin Fraternity besides college."

Kaplan Cops Top
Honors In Prize
Oratory Contest

"The Stardusters", a singing
group composed of eight sophomore girls, have received an invitation to sing at the Chi Psi fraternity at Bowdoin during their Ivy
Day Week-end.
Organized about two months
ago, the group made its debut at
the Freshman Dance.
Sophomores Sing
Singers include Janet Arnold,
Janet Musser, and Sally Smith, sopranos; Beatrice Douglas and Norma George, 'second sopranos; and
Carolyn Cram, Wilma Gero, and
Mary Jane Rawlings, altos.
Miriam Hamm and Miss George
are the group's accompanist and
arranger, respectively.

Alumni Play Host T<
Prospective Grad
Members of the senior class wer
the guests of the Alumni Associj
tion at a dinner Thursday evenin
in Fiske dining hall.
The purpose of the dinner was
introduce the graduating class t
the Alumni Association. Alumi
Secretary Frank O. Strcd, Vincc
McKusick '44, trustee of the G.
lege and a prominent Portland ;\
torney, and David A. Nichols '4
Camden attorney and member
the Maine Governor's counc
were the alumni speakers at tl
affair.

STRAND
THURS. - SAT.

EMPIRE

"High Society"

WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY

East Side Kids

"Thunder Over
Sangoland"

"HIT THE DECK"
JANE POWELL

Jon Hall, Marjorie Lord

TONY MARTIN

SUN. - WED.

SUNDAY - TUESDAY

"Big House, U.S.A."

"GREEN FIRE"

Broderick Crawford

"Jesse James'
Women"

GRACE KELLY
STEWART GRANGER

All Star Cast
i

'tl
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YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE
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VICEROYS
than any other
filter cigarette?
BECAUSE ONLY VICEROY GIVES
YOU A PURE, NON-MINERAL,
NON-TOXIC FILTER WITH
20,000 FILTER TRAPS
IN EVERY FILTER TIP!

1

Yes, only Viceroy has this filter composed of 20,000
^ tiny filter traps. You cannot obtain the same filtering
action in any other cigarette.
Besides being non-mineral and non-toxic, this cellu# lose-acetate filter never shreds or crumbles.
The Viceroy filter wasn't just whipped up and rushed
* to market to meet the new and skyrocketing demand
for filtered cigarettes. Viceroy pioneered. Started
research more than 20 years ago to create the pure
and perfect filter.
Smokers en masse report that filtered Viceroys have
0 a finer flavor even than cigarettes without filters.
Rich, satisfying, yet pleasantly mild.

5

Viceroy draws so easily that you wouldn't know,
• without looking, that it even had a filter tip ... and
Viceroys cost only a penny or two more than cigarettes without filters!

That's why more college men and women smoke VICEROYS
than any other filter cigarette... that's why VICEROY is the
largest-selling filter cigarette in the world!

Stu-C Lists Mayoralty Rules
1. The campaign shall not open lowing choices shall alternate bepublicly until Wednesday, May 11. tween the two sides:
a. Parade route, including beat 10 p.m. and shall close at 11
ginning and end. J.B.
p. in., Friday, May 13. Voting Satb. Cage Show. J.B.
urday, May 14.
C. Library Show. Smith.
d. Radio Shows. Alternate.
2. There shall be no campaigne. Night Shows—Chase Hall
ing and no disturbing noises duror Outside. Smith.
ing class hours or in class rooms
f. Afternoon Show Thursday
or laboratories.
and
Friday.
Alternate
with Library Show.
3 Loud speakers shall be used
at no time other than between 10- The Electorate
11 p.m. on Wednesday; between
The following members of the
12:20 and 1:10 at noon and between Bates family shall have the privi4 and 11 p.m. on Thursday and lege of casting a vote for mayor.
Friday. They are also permissible
1. All duly registered Bates
on Friday morning between 8:40 women shall have the privilege of
voting.
and £:30.
2. All wives of Bates students
4. Damaging.
deforming,
or
shall
have the privilege of voting.
destroying
opponents*
materials
3. All faculty members, adminshall not be tolerated.
istrative officials, and full-time
5. No fireworks or firearms college employees shall have the
shall be used.
privilege of a vote. The wives of
6. There shall be no campaign- faculty members and administraing off campus. On campus is de- tive officials shall also have a vote.
fined as any college property plus
the Hobby Shop.
7. All signs, campaign materials, etc., may be put up no sooner
than 10 p.m. Wednesday, May 11
and must be fastened without nails
or bolts to buildings; no signs
may be hung on the Chapel. All
signs, campaign materials, etc.,
must be down and out of sight by
7 a. m., Saturday, May 14.
Any campaign materials which
could be damaged by immediate
removal such as a tent, etc., will
be allowed to remain after the
usual deadline provided that they
have or make no reference to the
campaign in the way of signs, pictures of the candidate, etc., and
provided that the permission of the
mayoralty committee is obtained.
8. No trucks, autos, or carts
may be driven across campus
lawns; none will be allowed on
campus walks without AI Johnson's permission.
9. No college public
systems shall be used.

address

10. Campaigning after the hour
of 11 p.m. on Wednesday, Thursday or Friday shall not be tolerated.
11. The maximum amount of
money contributed by each man
on either side shall not exceed two
dollars for general mayoralty expenses and an additional seventyfive cents contribution for a costume.

Islanders Arrive

(Continued from page one)
12:45-1:15 p.m. on the library
steps. From 3-4:30 p.m., downstairs
in Chase Hall becomes the scene
of Smith's annual Kiddies' Show,
with royal entertainment for the
youngsters of the faculty. Leverett
Campbell will be the emcee.
Steinberg Offers Highlights
"Highland
Highlights"
will
transform the area beside the Hobby Shoppe to a lowland in Scotland from 4:00-5:30 p.m. Paul
Steinberg has some lively entertainment lined up and the Scottish
chieftain, Highland C'ael
Kirk
himself will appear.
The tent between Smith and
Bardwell will be ablaze with the
splendor of royal garb and white
tuxedos as "Command Performance" honors Prince Frederick
from 8-10:30 p.m. tomorrow evening. The variety show features
Robert Chunibook, Robert Dunn,
and Harold Hunter as hosts.
Clans Congregate
At the same time, the clans will
congregate for the snappy "Edinburgh Festival," downstairs in
Chase Hall, which highlights the
Richard Hathaway - Richard Sullivan combination, a Scottish Hot
Dog Roast, and the re-appearance
of the young guest marimba player, Norman Fickett.

Following these two shows, the
royal entertainers will move outside to the great tent and wind up
the evening with a half-hour program from 10:30-11 p.m., while the
mighty Highland sons
present
13. A member of the Mayoralty
"The Great Scot vs. The Masked
Committee shall be present at
Marvel" behind the Alumni Gym.
every show and shall give a warnThe Scottish celebration again
ing five minutes before time is up.
If the timing runs over, he shall adjourns to the library steps as
report the infraction to the Mayor- William MacKinnon and his clansmen
present "Highland
Music
alty Committee.
Hall" from 12:45-1:15 p.m. From
14. Beginning in 1955 the fol3-4:30 p.m., the laddies in plaid
will be hosts to the children of the
faculty at their Kiddies Show in
Chase Hall.
#*!
(Continued on page eight)
12. The Mayoralty Committee
shall be empowered to check the
accounts of either campaign manager at any time.

buttons

and beaus
BM0C and backbench boys —go
for AFTER SIX
formals. Styling
so trim, fit so
"natural" "stainshy" finish so safe
from spots! For
more fun-go

20,000 TINY
FILTER TRAPS...
plus Richer, Smoother Flavor

Invisible Marking at

4. There shall be no absentee
ballot. The right to vote infers the
personal appearance of the balloteer.
Balloting And Counting
1. The voting period shall be
from 8:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturday, May 14, in the lobby of the
gym.
2. The ballot shall be counted
only by the mayoralty committee.
3. The ballot shall be worded
in such a manner as to include just
the two themes and not the names
of the candidates. The four criteria on which the campaigns are
to be judged shall also appear on
the ballot.
4. The decision shall be announced at the Ivy Hop.
Voting Penalties
Events of the past few years
have compelled the Council in the
last two years to establish a system of voting penalties. This being done in order to protect the
interest of both campaigning parlies and the Council itself.
1. If any bills outstanding arc
unpaid at the close of balloting at
2 p.m. Saturday, May 14, the side
not having paid its bills will forfeit the election without the ballots being counted. Bills must be
paid or shown to be payable to the
satisfaction of the Student Council Mayoralty Committee.
2. The maximum vote penalty
for each violation shall be no more
than ten votes. The extent of the
violation will determine the degree
of the penalty.
3. The vote penalty shall be decided by the mayoralty committee,
on Friday night, May 13.
4. The total penalty shall be deducted before the ballots are
counted on May 14.
A vote penalty will result from
any infraction of the foregoing
rules.
The 1955 Men's Student Council
has unanimously passed a resolution that no member of the Student Council should assume the
candidacy for mayor. In this way,
the relative impartiality of the
Council will be assured.

Stu-C Prepares
Assembly; Stu-G
Greets Advisers
At last Thursday's meeting, StuC president Eugene Taylor delegated George Gardiner to head
the "big brother" system for the
coming year.
The Council decided to investigate the possibility of securing for
future mayoralty campaigns a tent
large enough to accommodate both
sides' shows.
Administration Vetoes Proposal
President Taylor notified the
Council that the administration has
turned down the proposal for postcard delivery of final grades to each
student.
Meeting Monday evening, the
Men's Assembly considered cheerleading, campus relations, intramurals, freshman rules, and mayoralty.

Stu-G Entertains Advisers
Stu-G members entertained their
faculty advisers at an informal
coffee in the Women's Union folGeorge W. Tufts, Mgr.
lowing their regular meeting last
Wednesday
night.
During the
High Quality
meeting delegates to the Rhode Island Conference gave their views
on the meetings they attended.
SAME DAY SERVICE
Following
tonight's
meeting,
Dean Clark will meet with all the
IF IN BY 9 a. m.
new proctors to acquaint them
Next to Lewiston Pott Office
with their responsibilities for the
193 Middle St.
Dial 2-6001 coming year.

Judkins Laundry, Inc.

Dry Cleaning

tt±
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Editorials
In Retrospect
Mayoralty is hailed every year as the "biggest week-end"
that Bates has to offer. And every year sees the various campaigns getting more complex, more spectacular, and more
expensive.
When the first mayoralty campaign was initiated in 1934,
its purpose was to "revitalize school spirit and give the students some vents for Spring fever." With more of a political
foundation than those of recent years, this campaign boasted
new deal, non-worker, and independent platforms. A coed
"dark horse" entered the race, polling 127 votes.
Mayor Has Social Duties
During the early stages when all students were allowed
to vote, the campaign tended toward vagueness. The mayor's
duties were hazy. "It is not known what the exact duties of
the mayor will be, but it has been suggested that they be
mainly social — like the vice-president of the United States.
He may be called upon to be a referee for a crew-race or
perhaps will be asked to throw out the first line on the fishing trip, but it is certain that the work will not be burdensome."
The inauguration of the first mayor took place at a bonfire on Mt. David after a Friday-Tuesday campaign. A similar pattern was followed for the'next five campaigns until
1940 when the scene of the mayor's inauguration was shifted
to Chase Hall.
Soap Box Oratory
Dealing with glittering generalities, the '35 campaign was
characterized by "soap-box oratory in all its oiliness, political promises with all their deceptiveness, silver-tongued
poll-pulling speakers, modest candidates and boasting managers, and a special edition of the Bates Stooge.
The schedule of events was meager compared to today's.
It consisted of speeches by the candidates on Wednesday
night, a Thursday night rally, and a pep meeting on Friday.
Voting took place in the Chapel Saturday morning. Bond
Mendum Bosphorous "Bring Um Back Alive" Omaha Perry
won that year with the slogan, "Coca-cola, co-eds, and
kisses."
In '36, the three male candidates ran on the following slogans: "Out of the mess with Les," "Our Al is your pal," and
"All for Doc and Doc for all." With the aid of CMG ambulances, sirens, and nurses, "CMG" Wright was elected mayor
in '37. After the festivities, Mayor Wright claimed the campaign cost him $3 "at the most".
War Brings Suspension
The next few campaigns brought maharajahs, shadows,
monks, cowboys, and prophets to the campus. "Back to Nature" Adam Antunes and "Little King" Smith were the
mayoralty candidates in '41. During the war mayoralty was
suspended, but the annual event was resumed in '46.
In 1947 Stu-C suggested that the men's vote be eliminated, but the proposal was not carried out. An intricate system to equalize the vote advantage held by Smith side was
drawn up. "Dapper Dan" Decker triumphed over Robert
"Supersonic" Sanderson and was officially installed as mayor
at the Ivy Hop.
According to Stu-C, the object of the '48 campaign was
to "provide entertainment for the whole campus." Rules
became more elaborate as each campaign took place. The
rules for this particular campaign had evolved to: the campaign starts Wednesday night, the election will be held Saturday, there will be no pre-campaigning, no destruction of
property, and no solicitations from merchants.
Voting Restricted To Coeds
Following the trend of two-candidate campaigns, '49 saw
the "passionate pasha" opposing "Colonel Dixie" in the annual tiff. This was the year in which male students were not
allowed to vote.
May of 1950 ushered in the "Roaring Twenties versus the
Gay Nineties". Scheduled events became larger and longer.
A definite pattern was set by this time — mayoralty began
Wednesday night and ended with the mayor's inauguration
at the Ivy Ball on Saturday night.
"Pericles" Pappas pledged "progress and pleasure" in '51,
while "Patrick" Goldberg countered with "good will, good
times, good fortune."
At the close of their freshman year, members of the
present senior class witnessed the "Texas Jack" versus
"Lymelyght Lynn" tussle. Oil gushers spouted and cigarette
holders flourished. In the '53 aquatic tiff "Jolly Roger"
Campbell "outswam" "Cap'n Walt" Reuling for the position
of mayor.
Bigger And Belter
Last year's STUDENT carried these headlines: "Lovers
Court Campus," "Lucky Pierre woos gals in gay Parisian
fashion," "Latin Lou brings fiesta." Tent shows, floats, posters, and food played an active part in the week-end's festivities.
This year brings a Britisher and a Scotsman into the spotlight. Rules cover over 20 inches of column width space,
each man is allowed to contribute a certain amount of money
to the campaign, and the schedule of events has been expanded.
No one doubts that both sides will put their all into the
annual campaign. But let's not let the "bigger and better"
aspect overshadow the fundamental goal of Mayoralty — to
provide good, clean fun for all.

A public service item for those
who are beginning to worry about
final exams:
"You have two alternatives;
Your professor is easy or hard.
If he is easy, you have nothing to
worry about.
If he is hard, you have two alternatives;
Either you study or you bluff.
If you bluff, you have two alternatives;
Either your bluff works or if
doesn't.
If it works you don't need to
worry.
If it doesn't, you have two alternatives;
Either you get a D or you flunk.
If you get a D, you don't need to
worry.
If you flunk, you don't have to
worry any longer.
Therefore, why worry?"
Sage bit of advice from the
C.C.N.Y. Mercury.
The case of the peripatetic
beer bottle has got everybody
guessing. It was first seen in
the Cultch room on Thursday.
When it turned up again on
Saturday
morning,
Doctor
D'Alfonso was pulling it out of
his waste basket. Beer bottle,
quo vadis?
Doctor Em Wheeler has good
news for all those who suffer from
athlete's foot. In scientific laboratory experiments, he has proved
that nine out of ten cases of this
disease can be cured by walking
barefoot in grass covered with early morning dew. Doctor Wheeler
is a firm believer in the restorative
powers of nature.
Any softball team would be
glad to have a fan as steadfast,
loyal, and true as Jim Weiner.
Jim showed up early for a recent J.B. softball game, and
sat in the rain for a half an
hour, before he would admit
that the game had been postponed.
Boys will be athletes, and Jim
Dustin is out to prove that he's
the biggest and best of them all.
The W.A.A. badminton signup
sheet at Hacker House reads:
Dusty — 48 hrs., 23 hrs., 10 hrs.,
4 hrs., 1 hr., 0 hrs. Following this,
in a wobbly handwriting is the
terse comment, "He weakened."
Urgent" plea from faculty
and student body: Can't somebody do something about the
frustrated Harry James, who
insists on blowing reveille at
one o'clock in the morning?
Somebody has threatened to
tack him to the door of his
room if he doesn't restrain
his muse at these unholy hours
of the morning. Here's hoping
that a word to the wise, etc.
A couple of "Bates co-eds tried
their best to start a little excitc(Continued on page five)

Flock Aids Shepherd; Taylor
Ministers To Auburn Church
"Glady'wolde he lerne and gladHe has been forced to set aside
ly teche" — that might be the the rule he made for himself of demotto of Blaine Taylor, senior voting one hour of preparation for
philosophy major and varsity de- each minute of sermon. Backbater.
ground is the most important factor in the composition of a good
Unknown to many of his fellow
sermon, Blaine said.
students, Blaine is the regular pastor of the West Auburn CongregaChurch is not all work and nc
tional Church, a job he has held play. Weddings are fun, Blaine
for the past three years. Rev. Tay- grinned. He has performed seven
lor's first congregation numbered and has several more coming up in
just 13. Rising to a steady 87, it June.
has reached as high as 175 on occa- Feline Is Guest
sion.
One in particular he remembers
Blaine Is Boon
with a chuckle. The lights and orBlaine's taking over the minis- gan weren't working correctly betry has proved a boon to the cause of Hurricane Hazel. Then t
church trustees. Through his ac- add to the general cheerfulness oi
tion, the two church buildings were the ceremony, a black cat walked
repainted and new heating systems nonchalantly down the aisle before
one of the horrified ushers removed
were installed.
it.
He published a church newspaBlaine's favorite activity at Batiper and a bulletin. A regular Sunday School and an active Youth is debating. In this secular activih
Fellowship led by Bates students his commanding pulpit personality
Bob Dressier and Garvey Mac- and six foot plus stature make hiir
an overwhelming success.
Lean were also instituted.
Congregation Aids

Internationals Preferred
Although he has successfully deBlaine doubts if he would have
been able to shepherd both flock bated the negative side of the
and studies if it were not for the Communist China question among
help and interest that the members American colleges for the past
year, he has enjoyed most his parof his congregation have given.
ticipation in the international deThe presence of his wife, Lois,
and eight months old daughter, bates with Oxford and India.
Patricia, have also aided in balancThe general lightness of such|
ing
h is
academic - domestic - debates is a welcome change fron
the serious work that goes into tin.'
forensic - religious life.
preparation of the domestic deDegas And Books
bates.
The Taylors have been married
for two years. They live in a Rus- "Dr. Taylor" Is Ambition
sell House apartment crammed
Blaine also finds time to manage
with Degas ballet paintings and the book store, monitor chapel at
books on
philosophy,
history, tendance and assist the bursar. Afdrama and biography.
ter graduation Blaine will continu
in theology.
In a word of warning to any preHe plans to attend Drew Uni-|
theos who would like to follow the
same course and attempt to preach versity in Madison, New Jersey
regularly during college, Taylor while working as a circuit mini suggests, "Don't!" He feels that ter (four churches every Sunday)
he often has inadequate preparation around Phillipsport, New York
for both his church and school He plans to continue his educatiot
to the PhD level in philosophy.
work.
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EDITORIAL STAFF
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Sylvia Perfetti '56
MANAGING EDITOR
ASSISTANT EDITOR|
Lawrence Evans '56
Betty-Ann Morse '56
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Marjorie Connell '56
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I noticed today with mixed feelings of amusement and displeasure
News Staff Reporters
a certain fire extinguisher in Class of 1956: Kay McLin, Virginia Fedor, Helen Wilbur, JessieJ
Thompson
Hathorn Hall. On that extinguisher I read that it must be re- Class of 1957: Carol Ellms, Judith Kent, Judith Larkin, Jean Dickso
Class of 1958: Patricia Lysaght, Sandra Johnson, Patricia Perkins
charged every year.
Catherine Jarvis, MacCrae Miner, Anne
Ridle>
The date of its last charging is
Barbara Madsen
on a card attached to it. I found
Feature Staff
that card and the date I read Thomas King 58
Joyce Yacker "57
Kit Onderdonk '5
shocked me. It read April 10, 1952! Charles Maggiore '58
Jacqueline Gillis '5
Rony Kolesnikoff '58
This was over three years ago, Allison Mann '56
Richard Condon '5
Caroline Schaffrick '56
and it seems fairly certain that the
Sports Staff
chemicals within this extinguisher Joe Roberts '57
Norm Levine '57
Pete Ailing '51
have lost most of their potency. In
Hal Springstead '58
Ed Gilson '58
Jack DeGange '58
case of fire this extinguisher would
BUSINESS STAFF
do little or no good.
Thomas Moore '54
This provoked the displeasure I BUSINESS MANAGER
Wilbur Stone '57
mentioned
before.
The
school ADVERTISING MANAGER
ought to have a better defense of CIRCULATION MANAGERS
Meredith Greene. Linnea Swansoi
person and property than a dead
Faculty Consultant — John C. Donovan
fire extinguisher. This is no less
than utter negligence, worthy of Published weekly at Chase Hall, Bates College, during the college year. T
4-8021 (Sundays only). Printed at the Auburn Free Press, 99 Main Street
severe reprimand.
Auburn. Entered as second-class matter at the Lewiston Post Office Jan. 30
Eric Lederer '57 IBIS, under the act of Mar. 3, 1879. A member of the Associated Collegiate Pre.- >t
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Bobbies Battle For Prince Den Doodles
Fred And 'Merrie England'

Bonny Kirk And Scotsmen
Bring Brigadoon, Bagpipes

By Sir Richard Impropero
At 10 o'clock tonight, the Bates
campus will assume an English
Coronation atmosphere with all of
the color and pageantry of that momentous event, as dashing Prince
Frederick, Jack of Hearts, presents
pre-coronation festivities for the
coeds of Bates.
Aided by his faithful English
bobbies, Prince Fred has prepared
three days of royal fun and entertainment.
Winnie Adds Formality
The handsome prince will be welcomed tonight at 10:30 with the
most colorful parade ever assembled. This will include the color
guard, the royal band, and gay
floats.
"Winnie" will also be on hand to
add a formal touch to the evening's
proceedings. The royal parade will
begin at Gosselin's on College
Street, ending up behind Parker
Hall.
Bobbies Present Party
Previous to the parade, a comical radio show announcing the
Prince's arrival, will be presented
on WVBC at 10 o'clock by Sergeant Ted Ward of the bobbies.
Prince Frederick has promised a
fun-packed day to get the pre-coronation festivities into full swing on
Thursday. The afternoon events include a riotous library show from
12:45 to 1:15 and a Kiddies' Party
at 3.
Visit To Rand Palace
In the evening, by personal request of Prince Fred the bobbies
of Smith and Bardwell will present
"Command Performance." The
show promises unlimited entertainment, being MC'd by Bob Chumbook, Bob Dunn and Hal Hunter,
all attired in their most formal
wear for the great occasion.

By Tarn O'Scotchberg
Kick your heels, laddies, for sure
it is that the Highland C'ael has
come down to the lowland for
more than a bit of sport. Whirl a
jig and hurl your swords and
where they land fifty loyal Scotsmen stand, bagpipes in hand.
Sure now we'll dance along the
bonny blue at 10:15 tonight to give
the stay-at-homes a royal radio in-

PECK'S
LEWISTON

let Peck's
sportswear
shops
keep you
well and
comfortably
, dressed
in the
nev/est of
outdoor
togs . . .
and well
within
your
:

!

FIVE

budget . . .

It has been rumored that handsome Prince Frederick will make a
visit to Rand Palace during the evening meal to present the coeds with
a special treat.
Piccadilly Circus At Chase
Further entertainment has been
planned by Prince Fred for Friday,
including a chapel show at 9 in the
morning and an afternoon show in
Chase Hall at 4 o'clock.

In the evening, Piccadilly Circus
will open a one-night stand in
Frederick's royal tent.
Bobbies Crown
The climax of the three-day holiday will take place at 10:30 on Friday evening at the Coronation, presented with all of its color and
splendor by the bobbies of Smith
and Bardwell for the coeds of Bates
an the Bates Princess.
The walk to the chapel is to be
the scene of this unusual event, beginning at 10:30.
Don Coat-of-Arms
Prince Frederick and his mayoralty steering committee sincerely
hope that the coeds, faculty and
administration of Bates College will
enjoy the campaign as well as his
Smith-Bardwell bobbies will enjoy
presenting it.

Steckino Hotel
and Cafe
Have You Tried

Steckino's Original
Pizza Pies?
Serving Italian and
American Foods

Steaks, Chops, Salads
our specialty
104 Middle St.
Lewiston
Dial 4-4151
"For Yonr Health's Sake
Eat at Steckino's"

Clark's Drug Store
CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS

SECOND FLOOR

STREET FLOOR

Bonny Kirk Courts Lassies
From 4 to 5:30, Paul O'Steinberg will regale the lassies (and
Highland Kirk will court them)
with Highland Highlights at Ye
Olde Hobbe Shoppe. The lassies
are welcomed to take pictures and
autographs of Bonny Kirk at this
time.

Mimes and Music
"Wee Gillis," a drama to delight
every true Scotsman's heart, will
thrill the lads and curdle the lassies' blood from 8:40 to 9:05, Friday, on the steps of Ye Olde Corame Castle. Then a brief respite
for the opening of a few dusty
English books and the Highland
Music Hall will bring us back to
life with a jig and a fling and a
tune at 12:45 on the library steps.

DRUGS

Men's Sportswear

as the waters of Loch Lomond all
day Thursday.

T'is the old Edinburgh Festival
at Chase Hall from 8:00 to 10:30,
Thursday night. Yes, lads and lassies, a real Scotch Hot Dog Roast!
Marimbas and madmen, dancers
and dolts! Act after act at the
greatest fair ever!
At 10:30, the burly lads will have
their play as the Great Scot battles the Masked Marvel. Then a
bit of pubbing and lying on the turf
lo watch tin- blinking Scotch stars
blink.

* * *

Misses Sportswear

(Continued from page four)
ment on Saturday. They stood outside of Mitchell House and threw
rocks until their arms were sore,
but to no avail.
The boys were playing hard to
get, and all that was gained was
a sprained ankle as one of the girls
ran. Can't really blame the boys.
Water balloons aren't much defense against large pieces of curb
stone.
Lev Campbell and Tony
Lovejoy came near to starting

Main St. at Bates St.
Tel. 3-0031

And it's not the wee ones we'll
troduction to the Highland King.
You Are There is the show, and be forgetting on this festive day.
From 3:00 to 4:30, Friday, they'll
you be sure to be there.
run and jump and jig the bagpipe's
The Clans Arrive
tune in Ye Olde Chase Hall.
Now, laddies, gird thy loins,
Massacres and Marchers
strap on thy swords, and become
Hold your lad tight, lass, for
part of the great Arrival of the
Clans. At 10:30, the drums will roll sure there will be blood spilled at
Massacre on MacGregor
and the bagpipes pipe and from ev- t h e
ery loch and mountainside the Square in Ye Olde Cage at 7:30
feuding clans will unite to proclaim on Friday. And, just to set things
their allegiance to Kirk, their back to law and order, the Highland Drill Team will sport their
Highland King.
martial paces.
Then a stop at the pub (for
Now hold your heart, lass, for
Scotch, of course) and to bed, so
that ye wee bairns will be fresh at 8 o'clock sure there will be the
most wonderful songs and loves
that a bonny lass ever did see. It's
Brigadoon! And the kilts will fly
and the girls will sigh and the men
will sing and the cadence ring for
the greatest show since Loch Lomond went to Edinburgh.

a riot in music class when they
captured a beetle and started
making passes at their female
neighbors with it. Naturally
the class now studies "everything from Bach to Beetles."
Is it true what they say about
Joe D? Did he really have kittens? He's been heard to brag that
he is the proud owner of a grey
kitten, and that this kitten has two
brothers.
Those little people swarming
all over campus last week were
Cub Scouts, not sub-freshmen.
The Cubs were holding their
annual field day.

4u« TtU&c
WVBC Offers Varied Program
Of Intrigues, Music, Devotions
The policy of WVBC can never
be referred to as "static". Staff
members constantly strive to discover and organize new programs.
On Tuesday evenings "My Indiscretion" is a unique combination
of fine poetry and beautiful music.
For relaxation and reverie listen to
"My Indiscretion".
Intrigue With "Your Gal"
Ted DeXoyon has a devotional
program every evening which fulfills the role of vespers on WVBC.
His devotional is presented as a
service to students who like to forget studies for just a few minutes
and use this opportunity for spiritual contemplation.
"Your Gal" has excited much
controversy among WVBC lis-

Texaco

teners, as her identity has not been
made known to the public. "Your
Gal" has her own technique of encouraging music appreciation every
Friday at 10:15.
Intellects Compete
On Monday, May 9, for the first
time in the history of WVBC and
Bates College, two prominent
elements on campus were invited
to compete for intellectual honors
on a quiz program.
At long last the Voice of Bates
College has invented a method by
which students and faculty can use
all the facts they have tediously
memorized.
WVBC will not broadcast
Thursday or Friday night before
11:30.

Firestone Tires

Heating Oils

JIMMY'S
On Route 100, Auburn, Maine
BEST REST ROOMS IN NEW ENGLAND

J i m my's

Diner

For Fine Foods — On Route 100 - Auburn, Maine
WHERE ALL GREYHOUND BUSES STOP

After the last ballad of Brigadoon leaves us with a tear and a
smile. Highland C'ael Kirk will
unite the clans for the last time at
10:30 to wish them a triumphant
farewell.

Kohn Discusses
Ways To Peace
(Continued from page one)
doing this saved America and the
free world," he declared.
Pointing out that this action
was an abrupt change from our
previous policies, Professor Kohn
stated, "I do not know of any
other case in history where a people learned so fast and so well as
the American people did."
Ways To Prevent War
The speaker suggested two ways
to prevent further war. First, we
should make it clear to the Communists that we will meet with
firm resistance any aggression on
their part. "Only a united North
Atlantic world, strong and armed,
will convince the Bolsheviks that
we cannot be taken over."
Second, although we must be
strong, we should use our strength
with moderation and wisdom.

/t¥
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Baseballers Play Four Games;
Oppose Trinity, Maine, Colby
By Bob Lucas
Amid the excitement of the coming mayoralty campaign
starting tonight, little can be said or done about instilling
enthusiasm over sports, but Mayoralty or not, there are
games scheduled for this week. The men who are involved
will lose a lot of the fun involved in the campaign and deserve a vote of thanks for the sacrifice they will be making.
The big game of the week will be the State Series baseball contest with Maine on Friday. Unfortunately scheduled
as an away game, the time to be consumed in travel to and
from Orono will create a huge dent in the precious hours
of the campaign. Every man who makes the trip will be
losing out on the fun of the one big blow-out weekend of
the school year and should be commended for the fact that
his overall school spirit supercedes the factional splits that
arise during Mayoralty.
All that we can say is that even with Mayoralty and all
its excitement, we'll be rooting for you baseballers, so go
out and give that Black Bear the works. Despite the split
on campus over the election, we know that Bates will have
a team doing its best out on the baseball field.
STATE MEET
Looking backward a few days to last Saturday we feel
a few credits are in order concerning the Bobcat showing
in the state track meet at Colby. As reported elsewhere on
these pages, a total of ten Garnet cindermen placed in the
meet. Although Bates took only a third, somewhat less of
an overhall showing than was hoped for, those ten men
deserve some commendation for their respective performances.
Senior Doug Fay was the only Bobcat to grab a first in
the meet. Repeating his performance of last year in his
quarter mile specialty, the ace sprinter led two other Bates
teammates across the finish line for a complete Garnet
sweep.
It is interesting to note that of the ten Bates scorers,
five will be returnees to next year's track squad. Included
in the group of underclassmen were sophomore Jim McGrath who took thirds in the 440 and 220, sophomore Don
Foulds with a third in the broad jump, freshman Bill Neugeuth with thirds in the two hurdle events, junior Jim Riopel who grabbed seconds in both the mile and two mile runs,
and sophomore Pete Wicks who ran a close second in the
half-mile.
With such a core of runners around which to build a
team, we can at least hope that next year will bring somewhat of a better overall showing, although in saying that we
certainly mean in no way to discredit the men in this year's
meet.
Of the seniors placing in the meet, Fay led the field with
the only first. Phil Cowan grabbed a third in the shot while
Bill Kent, unable to match his win of last year, performed
a like feat in the javelin. Fred Beck, also a five pointer in
last year's state meet, took a second in the broad jump. The
only other Bobcat scorer was Cal Jodat, who finished second to Fay in the 440.
HOLD NEW ENGLANDS HERE
Having looked backward we now look ahead to the
biggest athletic event of the year. This year Bates will play
host to the top track and field athletes of the New England
Intercollegiate Athletic Association when Garcelon field
houses the annual New England track meet one week from
next Friday and Saturday.
The two day affair will feature preliminary trial heats on
Friday, followed on Saturday with the finals in each of the
events. Although Bates as a team stands little chance of
placing in the team scoring, the Garnet should have some
individual potential. Missing the services of injured captain
Ed Holmes, a former New England discus champ, Bates will
have litte to offer in the weights. Bill Kent and Doug Fay
are the two most likely prospects for Garnet scores, with
Kent in the javelin and Fay in his favorite 440. Regardless
of Bates scoring in the meet at which the very best of the
New England track men will assemble, it should prove a
spectacle worth watching.
The Bates athletic staff in conjunction with NEICAA officials have made all the plans and expectations are that
everything will run smoothly. Bates groundskeepers have
been working over the track for weeks getting it into top
shape. In addition a wooden pole has been installed the
length of the cinder strip to allow for official measurements
in case a meet record is challenged during the course of this
year's performances.
The meet will be a big nut to crack administratively, but
Dr. Lux and his department ought to be commended for
bringing the spectacle to Bates. Our personal best wishes
go to all who will be involved in handling the affair.

By John Manteiga
Gifted with some improved weather conditions this week, the Bates
baseballers played four games and
wound up winning one, losing two
and tieing the fourth.
The Bobcats opened the week at
Colby Monday, and held the Mules
Miss Anne Lee Delano, assisto a 4-4 deadlock in a thirteen intant professor of physical education
ning contest finally halted by darkat Smith College, will speak on her
experiences with the United States
field hockey and lacrosse touring
teams at the WAA Awards Night
Banquet to be held May 17 in
Commons.

WAA Banquet
To Feature Talk
By Miss Delano

After getting the first batter in
the 10th, the Colby hurler walked
Dunn and Captain Bob Atwater
This set the stage for Martin's garni
winning single.
Johnny Jacobs, Bates tormenter
on the football field, proved he is a
capable
hitter
in
baseball as
well by smashing out four hits for
the Waterville nine.

A graduate of Boston University
School of Education, Miss Delano
holds an M.A. in Physical Education from Columbia University,
Teachers College. She has served as
president of the United States Field
Hockey Association and as vicepresident of the United States
Women's Lacrosse Association. Recently she was appointed the new
chairman of the faculty advisory
committee of the Athletic Federaion of College Women.
Mark Fiftieth Anniversary
Since this year marks the fiftieth
anniversary of the Bates WAA the
banquet will be centered around that
theme. The Women's Physical Education Department has arranged to
have a review of gym costumes Captain Bob Atwater scores winning tenth inning run as
from 1900 to the present day. Mod- teammates Spence Hall (left) and Fred Jack offer congratuels for this show will be Catherine
lations. Umpire Cliff Blake and Colby catcher John JubinParker, Diane Felt, Gail Watersky look on.
(News Bureau Photo)
man, Margaret DeNoyon, Marcia
Conrad, Janet Gustafson, Jane Cor- ness, after three hours and ten
University of. Maine's
Black
son and Joan Appleby.
Bears visited Garcelon next and
minutes.
handed the Bobcats a 7-0 loss.
The evening's program will end Tie Score In Seventh
with the presentation of awards
Going into the fifth, the Garnet Charley Ottersted, Maine ace, alto those WAA participants who arc was trailing 4-1, but some timely lowed but five hits and fanned
eligible to receive them.
hitting coupled with two Colby er- eleven.
Maine hopped on freshman startFollowing the banquet there will rors, enabled the 'Cats to tie the
er Dave Colby in the first inning
be a coffee at the Women's Union game in the seventh inning.
for all those interested in meeting
Both Dave Higgins and Freddy for three runs. Colby managed to
Miss Delano.
Jack turned in good showings on hang on till the sixth when he left
the mound for the Leaheymen. the ball game trailing 5-0. Norm
Shortstop Spence Hall led the Bates Jayson, another freshman, took
batting attack with four hits, one a over for the 'Cats and held the visdouble. Bob Dunn colleccd three itors to two hits and two runs the
rest of the route.
more for the Garnet.
Although totaling only seven
Top Mules In Overtime
hits
against
the
two
frosh
The
following
day
the
Bobcats
The
Jay-Vee
Pastimers
had
quite a time of it Monday after- were forced to 10 innings before moundsmen, the Bear also collected five walks and were hit by pitchnoon as they struggled in vain pulling out a 5-4 victory over the
ed balls on four different occasions.
against a powerful Maine Central same stubborn Mules of Colby.
(Continued on page seven)
Jack went the entire distance for
Institute team that went off the
field with an impressive 14-0 win Bates, and although touched for
at Garcelon Field. The game was ten hits was stingy in the pinch.
The Living Is Easy In
Bob Martin was the hitting hero
called at the end of the seventh
LIVE-INS
of the game-, collecting three hits,
inning due to rain.
Jackets by Bantamac
one enabling the Garnet to win the
For travel, homework, play,
The Huskies didn't come to life
game in the 10th.
hobbies,
sports.
Washable
until the second inning when they
cotton poplin . . . vibrant in
pushed over three runs, more than
color and design.
enough to win, featuring a two run
$7.95
single by Vin Trincia who later
10% DISC FOR STUDENTS
score on an error by Bates shortRESTAURANT
stop Whitey Dearborn.

J.V.'s Bow 14-0
To M. C. I. Nine

THE GROTTO
Finest la

The visitors got another three in
the third, the big blow of the inning being a triple by pitcher Ken
Cray who then scored on a wild
pitch. The Huskies then went to
score two in the fourth, three in
the fifth, none in the sixth and
three more in the final seventh.
(Continued on page seven)

Italian Foods
PIZZAS and RAVOLI
Our Specially
Orders To Take Out
Dial 2-2061
107 Main St. - Lewision, Ma.

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST — NOW TRY THE BEST
Courtesy — Quality — Sorvice

SAM'S
ORIGINAL ITALIAN SANDWICH
Also Delicious PIZZA PIES ... and Dolivery Service
with 6 or more orders
268 Main St. - Opp. St. Joseph's Church - Tel. 2-9145

Tony Fournier's
MEN'S-SHOP

136 Lisbon St

TeL 4-4141

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK
Member of Assn. of American
Law Schools
Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course
CO-EDUCATIONAL
Matriculants must be College
graduates and present full
transcript of College record
Orientation Lectures, Incoming
Students, Sept. 8 and 9
Classes Begin Sept. 12, 1955
For further information address
REGISTRAR FORDHAM
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
302 Broadway, New York 7, N.Y.
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Maine Bears Cop State Track Meet
Fay Chalks Up Only Bobcat First As
Babson Bows To Bates As
Bates Finishes Third Behind Bowdoin
Linksters Grab First Win

By Norm Levine
at Waterville and were soundly
Maine had too much all around strength and Bowdoin had too much McWilliams last
trounced by a "hot" Colby outfit. Saturday as the Bobcats finished third in the 56th annual Maine intercollegiate track and
Soph Dick Carey had the lowest
score for Bates, a 77, but still lost field championships.
The only other event in which turned in by Jim Riopel, who finto his opponent who shot a holeThe Fale Blue scored 60 points Bates placed two men was the ished second in the mile to Yankee
in-one. It was the lowest score to beat second place Bowdoin broad jump, in which Fred Beck Conference champ
Firlotte of
Dick has posted in college tourna- which had 47. Bates took third finished second and Don Foulds Maine, and second in the two mile.
ment play.
with 27 and Colby scored a point. fiinished third.
The only other Garnet scorer
Beck
won
this
event
last
year,
was
Pete Wicks who finished secMaine Tops Golfers
Bowdoin led by Bill McWilliams
Two days later out at Martindale gave Maine a good battle for the but a jump of 21 feet 32 inches by ond to Firlotte in the 880.
The Bobcats scored in all but
Country Club in Auburn, the Bob- title. However, when the four- Raton of Bowdoin was good
five events, the hammer, discus,
cat home course, Maine took Bates teenth of fifteen events had been enough to beat him.
Eaton, along with McWilliams, pole vault, high jump, and the 100
in tow almost as badly. The one completed, the Black Bears could
bright spot that day was a sparkl- not have been beaten even if Bow- scored enough points to place yard dash. In the high jump and
ing 74 shot by Don Smith.
doin had swept the last event, the Bowdoin second. The two Polar pole vault, Smith and Cooper of
Bear sophomores combined for a Maine tried for records, but failed.
Then came the match with Bab- 220. Balance and depth had turned
total of 31 points. Eaton, with a
Next week, Bates will be host to
son and the Garnet's first win of the trick again for the Black Bears.
first, two seconds and third picked
the New England Intercollegiate
the current campaign. Captain Fay Only Bates Winner
up eleven points.
Ralph Froio and Don Smith each
track meet in which the outstandThe Bobcats had only one winMcWilliams, winner of the javehad an eighteen hole total of 79, ner in the meet. Doug Fay repeating track and field men from all
After the first complete week of
lin,
hammer,
shot-put,
and
discus,
while Carey shot a very respect- ed his triumph of last year in the
New England colleges will comthe spring intramural softball sea- able 80.
was awarded the Allan Hillman
440. He was followed across the Award, emblematic of the best in- pete.
son, the Roger Bill Deans are
The combined efforts of all the finish by Cal Jodat in second place, dividual of the meet. He succeeds
heading the pack in the A League
with a flashy 4-0 record. The linksmen resulted in another win and Jim McGrath. McGrath also Calkin of Maine, who was a double
Deans tightened their hold on the the following day as Tufts College finished third in the 220.
winner this year winning both the
(Continued from page six)
top rung as they rang up wins went down to defeat at Martindale.
120 high hurdles and the 220 low
They managed to bunch most of
over Bardwell, Smith South and Captain Ralph Froio was low man
hurdles.
for the Bobcats, shooting a very
these for their seven tallies.
Smith Middle.
Neugeuth Takea Thirds
fine 78, while Don Smith had an
For the second straight game the
(Continued from page six)
In the B League rain hindered
In both these events, Bill Neu- Garnet faced the best twirler of the
81,
Dick
Carey
an
82
and
Charlie
Ray
Estes
was
the
big
gun
for
play but John Bertram still picked
Schmutz an 86. All of these fellows M.C.I, as he smashed out a double geuth finished third, picking up opposition, Friday, resulting in an
up two victories to take possession
two points toward the Garnet total 8-3 victory for Trinity College of
and a triple in three official trips to
of first place in their league. Fol- won their respective matches.
of 27.
This
week
Colby
and
Clark
UniConnecticut.
the plate while Joe DiConzo also
lowing close behind them, the
In the javelin, Bill Kent, last
versity
visit
Martindale
and
the
rapped
out
a
pair
of
singles.
In
all
Roger Bill Administrators have
year's state champ, slumped to Face Trinity Mound Ace
two victories as compared to one Bobcat linksmen will be looking the Huskies hit Bates hurler Bill third in his specialty. McWilliams
Moe Drabowsky limited the 'Cats
loss as the teams enter the second forward to gaining two more vic- Snider for eleven hits and seven won the event with an outstanding to four hits and struck out thirteen,
tories
plus
revenge
for
that
lacing
Bobcat errors didn't help the home
half of the schedule.
but was touched for three runs by
heave of 189 feet, 5% inches.
at the hands of Colby.
cause.
Bardwell, the 1954 champion, apPhil Cowan also picked up a the Bobcats.
The Kittens were never able to point for the 'Cats as he finished
peared as the favorite again this contend with as each are running
Dave Higgins was a victim of
get back in the game after the sec- third in the shot put, edging fresh- poor support and gave up four unyear until they went down before close behind.
the Deans and then fell farther out
earned runs in the first inning. In
The second half of the schedule ond inning as Cray mowed them man Jim Wheeler.
of the race when they lost to the will get into full swing this week. down with but two hits, singles by
An outstanding performance was the fifth he was replaced by freshJ.B. A team later in the week. Roger Bill will find strong foes in Snider and John Fresina. Cray had
man Norm Jason. Jason turned
Middle was the only team near the J.B. and North in A league compe- the Bobcats going down at the
in his second good performance in
Deans as they knocked off a Smith tition while J.B. takes on the Smith plate as he racked up 14 strikeouts
two days, holding the opponents to
North combine but then fell victims North B team and then the Admin- over the seven innings. He also
one hit in his four inning stint.
to Roger Bill in a tight game last istrators. The schedule will end on gave up five walks which kept him
Tom Moore and Captain Bob AtRobert Lucas, Sports Editor of
Saturday afternoon.
water contributed extra-base blows
Wednasday evening and continue on working throughout the game.
the Bates STUDENT, has recentThe loss left the Kittens with a ly announced the creation of a new to the Garent attack, accounting
The B League race may prove in- Sunday the 14th after Mayoralty.
teresting if the rain lets up long Then the two leagues will enter the record of two wins as compared to position on the Sports staff of the for two of the three Bates markers
in the game.
enough to "allow the contending final week and prepare for the one loss and a tie. They have their school paper.
In action this week, the Bobcats
teams to get into action. J.B. has championship playoffs which will next outing today when they take
Norman Levine will assume the
wins over Off-Campus and Mitchell take place on the 22nd and 23rd of on Kents Hill School at Kents duties of Associate Sports Editor, are scheduled to play three more
games. This afternoon they face
Hill.
but has Mitchell and Roger Bill to the month.
the newly created position, with
Bowdoin on Garcelon Field in a
the appointment effective immediState Series contest, while Friday
ately. Levine's duties will include
the Garnet will travel to Orono to
"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"
copy reading, make-up, and headmeet the University of Maine in
lines in addition to story writing.
another series tilt.
A sports writer for the STUSaturday will bring the Clark
DENT for two years, Levine is
University nine northward to grapalso Business Manager for next
ple with the Bobcats, once again
year's Mirror.
on Garcelon Field.
The Bobcat golfers swung into
the middle of their season last
week and broke into the win column for the first time this year
by beating Babson Institute \S'/iIVA and Tufts College 16-11.
The two wins, combined with
losses to Colby 2-25 and to the
University of Maine 5-22, also of
last week, left the home forces
with a record of two wins, five
losses, and one tie.
The Bobcats started the week off

Roger Bill, J. B.
Head Intramural
Softball Leagues

Varsity Baseball

JV Baseball

Lucas Names Levine
Associate Sports Ed

LEWISTON TRUST CO.

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

Modern Cleaners

LEWISTON - MAINE
Campus Agent*
DRY CLEANSING

We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students

ED PIKE
BOB DUNN

Exclusive "stainshy" finish on
AFTER SIX formal
jackets spurns
most stains-even
lipstick! Suave
styling, easy,
"natural" fit,
budget prices.
Have more fun
-go

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

INCORPORATED

THE BLUE GOOSE GRILL

(■SMS— * FURHIERS
TeL 4-7326

We Specialize in
BIRTHDAY CAKES
and
PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
For Parties
Delivery Upon Request

69 SABATTUS STREET

Call and Delivery

Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645

College Agent • Joan Davidson

54 Ash Street

"•^

chemical
reaction

SERVICE

WANT,
A
SNACK?
come to

COOPER'S
Sabattus Street
We Serve The Best

YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
In
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
Eaty Terma

JEWELERS

•wctMW
50 Lisbon St

Dial 4-5241

■

V9

LUIGGI'S
PIZZERIA
Features:
ITALIAN SANDWICHES
PIZZA ■ SPAGHETTI
Eat Here and to Take Out
Tel. 2-0701
Cor. Horton and Sabattus Sts.
Prompt and Efficient Delivery
Service

83 Lisbon St.

Lewiston
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Interviewers List Frosh Debaters
Career, Summer Win Tourney At Mayoralty
Job Possibilities Bowdoin Meet Islanders Arrive
The Placement Office announces
that summer positions and career
opportunities are available to interested students.
Marchant W. F.ldridgc and
Frank Abbott of the New England
Mutual Life Insurance Co. of
Boston will be on campus Friday to
interview men and women for positions with their company. This is
the last scheduled arrangement for
employer representatives to interview seniors this year.
Waitressing Jobs
Philip Cole, manager of the Casco Inn in Casco, will be on campus
tomorrow afternoon to interview
girls interested in waitressing
or combination housekeeping-dishwashing summer jobs.
Anyone interested in working as
a cabin girl or a waitress at the
Herald Pond Camps in Jackman
should write directly to Omer G.
Ellis, the proprietor.
Life Guard Positions
Positions as lifeguard at either
Reid State Park or Sebago Lake
State Park are also available. Applicants must have their Red Cross
Instructor's rating to be considered.
Anyone interested should sign up
at the Placement office immediately for an appointment with the
State Park Superintendent who
will be interviewing on campus tomorrow.
Trip Counselor
Camp Wigwam In Harrison
needs a trip counselor for the coming season. Applicants should be
21 years or older and have some
background in scouting or woods
experience.
Compensation would be $300 or
$400 plus board, room, and laundry for an eight-week season. Anyone interested should write immediately to Gilbert Miller, 146 Scammon St., Portland.
Service Representative
The Lewiston-Auburn Credit
Bureau has a vacancy for one precollection Service Representative
who would work during the summer on a straight commission basis.
Additional information 'about this
opportunity is available from
Philip Lovclett, 55 Court Street,
Auburn.
The Red Comet Co., Littleton,
Colorado, has summer sales opportunities for undergraduate students. These positions involve
straight commission selling of fire
protection equipment.
Additional information on both
career opportunities and summer,
positions may be secured at the
Guidance and Placement office.

Last weekend Bates debaters
won the Maine Freshman Debate
Tourney held at Bowdoin College.
Discussing the question, "Resolved: that the United States
should extend diplomatic recognition to Communist China," were
negative debaters Joanne Trogler
and Paul St. Hilairc, and Carol St.
Jean and Hilton Page on the affirmative.
The freshman debaters received
unanimous decisions on all four debates. The University of Maine
placed second in the tourney, while
Bowdoin came in third. Prof.
Brooks Quimby accompanied the
team.
Place Second At Dartmouth
Two weeks ago this same freshman team placed second in the
novice debate tourney held at
Dartmouth College.
The frosh debate tourney is one
of four annual contests sponsored
by the Maine Speech Association.

(Continued from page three)
The bobbies take over from the
Scotsmen between 4 and 5:30
p.m., downstairs in Chase Hall
in their original interpretation of
"The Investigator," with emcee
Harold Hunter.
Mayoralty affairs move over to
the cage Friday evening, as tli3
Britishers present their 7-7:25
p.m. show, followed by the "Massacre on MacGregor Square," featuring the Highland Drill Team,
and George Gardiner as host.
Smith Brings Circus
A "Picadilly Circus" under the
big-top between Smith and Bardwell will be the scene of festive
carnival booths, with 15-minute
acts being presented intermittently from 8-10:30 p.m.
At 8 p.m., the sons of Scotland
proudly present their highlight of
Mayoralty in the form of the colorful musical, "Brigadoon," in the

Schedule Of Events
Today
10:30-11 p.m.
Outside Novelty Shows
10-10:15 p.m.
Outside Tent
Smith
Radio Show
Smith
Behind Alumni Gym
J.B.
10:15-10:30 p.m.
Radio Show
J-P. Friday
10:30-11 p.m.
8:40-9:05 a.m.
Parade
Both Sides
Chapel Show, Library
I.B.
9:05-9:30 a.m.
Thursday
Chapel
Show
Smith
12:45-1:15 p.m.
12:45-1:15 p.m.
Noon Show, Library
Smith
Noon Show, Library
J.B.
3-4:30 p.m.
3-4:30 p.m.
Kiddies Party, Chase Hall
Kiddie Show, Chase Hall
J.B.
Smith
4-5:30 p.m.
4-5:30 p.m.
Afternoon Show, Chase Hall
Afternoon Show,
Smith
Hobby Shoppe
J.B.
7-7:25 p.m.
Smith
8-10:30 p.m.
7:30-7:55 p.m.
J.B.
Evening Show,
Cage Shows
Tent
Smith
8-10:30 p.m.
Chase Hall
J.B.
Evening Shows,
Tent
Smith
Cage. The extravaganza, under the
Cage
J.B.
direction of Roger Lucas, runs un10:30-11 p.m.
til 10:30 p.m., and this is the only
Outside Shows, •
Chapel
Smith
occasion when it will be presented.
I.B. Hall
J.B.
Prince Frederick will be crowned
11:30-11:45 p,m.
Smith
11:45-12 p.m.
in front of the Chapel at 10:30
J.B.
Radio Shows
p.m., while Highland C'ael Kirk
will return to the Highlands be- Saturday
8:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
side J.B. Both sides will present
Voting, Gym
programs over WVBC from 11:30
9:15 p.m.
to midnight.
Entrance of Mayor at Ivy Hop

Kohn In Chapel
(Continued from page one)
powers." He feels that such a policy will avert World War III.
Germans Want Integration
In 150 years no situation in Germany has been as propitious to the
West as it is today, Kohn stressed.
"Germany wants integration —
culturally, politically, and commercially." This integration will
lead to unity of the world's democracy, a spirit absent after World
War I.
"Today democracy is stronger
than ever before," Kohn stated.
"We have improved it tremendously, although not sufficiently."
If we must fight for it. we should,
he declared, but war is not ineviable.
"Ahead is a long period in
which there is no real, stable
peace, but if we remain patient,
united, moderate, and use common
sense there will be no war."

Buy

CHESTERFIELD
today!

You'll SMILE your approval
of Chesterfield's smoothness—
mildness—refreshing taste.
You'll SMILE your approval
of Chesterfield's quality —
highest quality—low nicotine.

Largest selling cigarette in America's colleges
<fc

LICGOT

& Mrtu Toucro Co.

